ABSTRACT: The indentation resistance of foams, both of conventional structure and of a novel re-entrant structure giving rise to negative Poisson's ratio, was studied using holographic interferometry. In holographic indentation tests, re-entrant foams had higher yield strengths &sigma; y and lower stiffness E than conventional foams of the same original relative density. Damage in both kinds of foam occurred primarily directly under the indenter. Calculated energy absorption for dynamic impact is considerably higher for re-entrant foam than conventional foam
Rwas reported by Lakes and co-workers [1] [2] [3] . Poisson's ratios as small as -0.7 were observed in flexible polymer foams and values to -0.8 have been observed in metal foams. The negative Poisson's ratio arises from a &dquo;re-entrant&dquo; cell structure in which the cell ribs protrude inward. Foams of conventional structure are reasonably well understood [4] ; in contrast, negative Poisson's ratio foams are new and study of their properties is proceeding currently.
Applications of re-entrant foams may be envisaged as follows: (1) applications based on the unusual Poisson's ratio; (2) applications based on the superior resilience and toughness of these materials; and (3) applications based on the vibration of the convoluted ribs of these foams. We consider here the possibility of using negative Poisson's ratio foam as a core for sandwich panels. Both the Poisson's ratio and the toughness are expected to be relevant in this application.
Sandwich panels used in lightweight aircraft structures contain face-sheets made of a stiff material such as a fiber reinforced composite and a core composed of honeycomb or foam. The most frequent damage to sandwich panels occurs from low energy impacts that can be caused by routine handling, dropping of tools, and debris kick up during aircraft taxiing maneuvers. The absorbed energy can result in damage to the faces, core, and adhesive bond. As for foam core, indentation in foams is influenced by their compressibility, in contrast to homogeneous materials [5, 6] . Energy absorbed by a sandwich panel is greater than the sum of the energies absorbed by the constituent parts [7] . As a result, a rule-ofmixtures law cannot be used to predict the impact energies. Debonding is related to core stiffness [8] Interpretation of the holograms was simplified by the experimental configuration chosen. Because the observation direction was collinear with the object illumination direction, the fringe interpretation relation [9] reduces to u. = nx/2 in which u. is the out-of-plane displacement (along the line of sight). The wavelength X for red helium neon laser light is 632.8 nm. Young's moduli E were calculated from holographically determined displacements using the classical elastic solution for the displacement field for a half-space under a rigid indenter. The specimens were not infinitely large, so some error occurs in this calculation as a result of the finite size of the specimen. However, based on a simple Boussinesq analysis, the modulus would be overestimated by about 4 %. This was not considered to be problematical in view of the fact that E was found elsewhere, and the main interest here was the indentation resistance. The foam Poisson's ratio determined independently was input into the calculation. In the residual strain studies, permanent yield manifests itself by the presence of one or more interference fringes, encircling the region of yield or damage. The average applied In the above tests, the indenter remained in the same location on the surface of the material throughout the testing procedure. The curve for the re-entrant material in Figure 2 shows yielding followed by no yield at higher stresses. This may be the effect of strain hardening associated with the crushing of the foam. An additional series of tests was performed on the re-entrant sample to investigate yield without the effects of strain hardening. In this series, each time a hologram was made, the indenter was in a new location on the material's surface. The yield radii for the tests on the new locations are equal or nearly equal to the initial peak radius, and again there is a limiting value to yield radius, as shown in Figure 4 .
The measurement of outer yield radius is not necessarily a true measure of actual yield. It is possible for the material to yield directly under the indenter by local crushing of the foam cells, and without lateral deformation or axial motion of material outside the region covered by the indenter. Therefore, actual yield may occur in the material without causing the formation of an interference fringe on the surface of the material. This behavior was detected and measured from fringes that appeared on the arm of the pivot device that is used to apply the indenting loads. Results for conventional and re-entrant copper foams of 60 pores per inch are shown in Figures 5 and 6 . Considerable downward collapse occurred without generating much deformation beyond the edge of the indenter. Comparing Figures 5 and 6 , the crushing under the indenter is more severe than in the conventional foam, however more load was applied to the re-entrant foam for [10] . Holo- graphic bending tests on similar materials determined the yield stress to be 0.42 MPa at a strain of 0.00047 [11] . The yield stress predicted by a structural model for conventional ductile foam [4] The 40 pore/inch re-entrant sample had the best yield strength and smallest damage region, although its stiffness was about one-third the stiffness of the 60 pore/inch conventional foam with the same relative density.
The significance of these results may be illustrated by considering a onedimensional elastic buffer subjected to a dynamic impact force from a moving object [12] . The maximum impact energy which does not exceed an allowable stress, in this case the yield stress is, in terms of buffer dimensions b, c, h and material properties, To maximize the impact energy, a high or, and a low E are desirable. As seen in Table 1 . Table 1 , the re-entrant foams exhibited these characteristics in comparison with conventional foams (permanent volumetric compression ratio of 1.0), so that the calculated impact energy was considerably higher in the case of the re-entrant foams. The re-entrant 40 pore/inch material performed better than the corresponding 20 pore/inch material. A possible explanation is the fact that the small indenter tip covered only a few cells of the latter material.
As for the effect of density, we remark that there is a weight penalty proportional to the permanent volumetric compression ratio in the negative Poisson's ratio foams. Nevertheless, Table 1 indicates such material may still perform better than conventional foam depending on the pore size.
As for the effect of pore size, foams with all possible combinations of pore size and density were not available, so that a full independent comparison of these variables was not feasible. Pore size, however, has been predicted to influence the toughness of foams with cracks [4] as well as to influence the distribution of stress around inhomogeneities [13] . Microstructure size in the presence of strain gradients has been incorporated in continuum theories of gradient plasticity [14, 15] . The present indentation studies generated large strain gradients, but the
